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Abstract

The Introduction to the Symposium Issue on “Dynamic Contracts and Mechanism Design” of the Journal 
of Economic Theory provides an overview of the dynamic mechanism design literature. We then introduce 
the papers that are contained in the Symposium issue and finally conclude by discussing avenues for future 
research. Several of the papers contained in the Symposium issue were presented at the Economic Theory 
Workshop of the Cowles Foundation for Research in Economics at Yale University in June 2013.
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Mechanism design has proved to be a powerful tool to examine a variety of phenomena, 
including auctions, nonlinear pricing, regulation, taxation, political economy, the provision of 
public goods, and the design of organizations.1 A recent monograph, Börgers (2015), provides 
an excellent and comprehensive overview of the theory of mechanism design.
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Most of the early path-breaking work assumed that information is dispersed but given once 
and for all at the outset of the game. It also confined attention to settings with a single allocative 
decision to be taken. For many problems of interest, though, information arrives gradually over 
time and there is a stream of decisions to be made. Think, for example, of the allocation of private 
or public goods to agents whose valuations evolve over time as the result of experimentation, or 
the design of multi-period procurement auctions when firms’ costs are endogenous and are the 
firms’ private information.

As a result, the last fifteen years have witnessed significant interest in extending the theory 
of mechanism design to dynamic environments. This Symposium advances our understanding of 
dynamic contracts and mechanism design by bringing together recent contributions that cover a 
wide range of issues at the research frontier of the dynamic mechanism design literature. Several 
of these papers were presented at the Economic Theory Workshop of the Cowles Foundation for 
Research in Economics at Yale University in June 2013.

In this Introduction, we first provide an overview of the dynamic mechanism design literature. 
We then introduce the various papers, and finally conclude by discussing avenues for future 
research.

1. A brief review of the dynamic mechanism design literature

A stream of the literature investigates how to implement dynamically efficient allocations in 
settings in which the agents’ types change over time, thus extending the Vickrey–Clarke–Groves 
(VCG) and d’Aspremont–Gérard-Varet (AGV) results from static to dynamic settings (see, for 
example, Bergemann and Välimäki, 2010, Athey and Segal, 2013 and the references therein). 
The dynamic pivot mechanism and the dynamic AGV mechanism are shown to preserve most of 
the properties of their static analogs: the dynamic pivot mechanism guarantees that, in each pe-
riod, all agents receive their expected marginal contribution to social welfare, thus guaranteeing 
participation in all periods, whereas the dynamic AGV mechanism achieves budget balance in 
all periods.

Another stream of the literature investigates the design of revenue-maximizing mechanisms 
in dynamic settings. Earlier contributions include Baron and Besanko (1984), Besanko (1985), 
and Riordan and Sappington (1987); for more recent contributions, see Courty and Li (2000), 
Battaglini (2005), Eső and Szentes (2007), Board (2007), and Kakade et al. (2013).

The approach typically followed in the design of optimal mechanisms consists in first iden-
tifying necessary conditions for incentive compatibility that permit one to express transfers as a 
function of the allocation rule and express the principal’s objective as dynamic virtual surplus. 
The second step then consists in optimizing dynamic virtual surplus across all possible alloca-
tion rules, including those that are potentially not incentive compatible. The third and final step 
consists in verifying that the allocation rule that solves the relaxed program (along with a trans-
fer rule that guarantees that all the local constraints hold) constitute a fully incentive-compatible 
and individually-rational mechanism. This last step typically involves identifying appropriate 
primitive conditions that guarantee that the allocation rule that solves the relaxed program is 
sufficiently monotone in an appropriate dynamic sense.

The approach described above, which traces back to Myerson (1981), Guesnerie and Laffont
(1984), and Maskin and Riley (1984), has been recently extended to dynamic problems by Pavan 
et al. (2014). They consider a general dynamic model with a continuum of types, in which agents 
receive private information over time, and decisions are made in multiple periods over an arbi-
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trary time horizon. The model allows for serial correlation of the agents’ information and for the 
dependence of this information on past allocations.

The cornerstone in Pavan et al. (2014) is a dynamic envelope theorem that yields a formula 
for the evolution of the equilibrium payoffs. As in static models (see Mirrlees, 1971 or Myerson, 
1981), this formula characterizes local incentive-compatibility constraints. It combines the usual 
direct effect of a change in the current type on the agent’s utility with novel indirect effects 
stemming from the induced change in the distribution of the agent’s future types. The stochastic 
component of the latter is summarized by impulse response functions that describe how a change 
in the agent’s current type propagates through the entire type process.

A second key contribution of Pavan et al. (2014) is in showing how, in Markov environments, 
the aforementioned dynamic envelope formula, paired with an appropriate dynamic integral 
monotonicity condition, identifies global incentive compatibility.2 The integral monotonicity 
condition is weaker than the familiar notion of strong monotonicity typically considered in the 
literature, which requires that each agent’s allocation be increasing in each of his current and past 
reports in every period. Integral monotonicity requires, instead, that allocations be monotone in 
types “on average” where the average is both across time and future types.

As in static settings, the first-order approach described above yields an implementable al-
location rule only under fairly stringent conditions. An important question for the dynamic 
mechanism design literature is thus the extent to which the predictions identified under such an 
approach extend to environments where global incentive constraints bind. The paper by Garrett 
and Pavan (2015) in this Symposium is an attempt in this direction.3

Another stream of the literature considers both efficient and profit-maximizing mechanisms in 
settings where the agents’ private information is static, but where interesting dynamics originate 
by agents or objects arriving stochastically over time, as in Gershkov and Moldovanu (2009a,
2009b, 2012), and their recent monograph, Gershkov and Moldovanu (2014), as well as Board 
and Skrzypacz (forthcoming) and Gershkov et al. (2014); see Bergemann and Said (2011) for 
an overview of this recent literature. In most of the contributions to this literature, the agents 
arrive stochastically over time but perfectly learn their values upon arrival, as for example in Said
(2011, 2012). In contrast, Garrett (2014), Hinnosaar (2015), and Ely et al. (2015) consider models 
in which agents gradually arrive and learn their values over time. A maintained assumption is 
that the time at which each agent learns his valuation is independent of the realized valuations. 
The paper by Akan et al. (2015) in the present Symposium studies the implications of relaxing 
this independence assumption.

The applications in most of the work discussed above are to auctions, revenue management, 
nonlinear pricing, and regulation. Dynamic mechanism design has also been used to study the 
design of insurance and optimal taxation in dynamic economies. Earlier contributions include 
Green (1987), Atkenson and Lucas (1992), and Fernandes and Phelan (2000). For more re-
cent contributions, see Kocherlakota (2005), Albanesi and Sleet (2006), Farhi and Werning
(2013), Kapička (2013), Stantcheva (2014) and Golosov et al. (2015). This literature consid-
ers economies in which the agents’ private information evolves stochastically over time, but is 

2 In static settings, the connection between implementability and monotonicity conditions analogous to integral mono-
tonicity was first noticed by Rochet (1987) and more recently in Carbajal and Ely (2013) and Berger et al. (2010). 
In a dynamic setting, Rahman (2011) characterizes implementable rules based on a monotonicity condition similar to 
Rochet’s cyclical monotonicity.

3 Garrett et al. (2015) also use variational arguments which they apply directly to the full program to identify certain 
robust predictions of optimal dynamic screening models.
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exogenous to the agents’ decisions. In contrast, Makris and Pavan (2015) consider a model of 
dynamic taxation under learning by doing, where the agents’ private information is endogenous 
and depends on the amount of effort exerted in previous periods.4

Related to the optimal taxation literature is the literature on dynamic managerial compen-
sation. Most of this literature is concerned with the provision of incentives for effort in a pure 
moral hazard setting (see, for example, Sannikov, 2013 for an overview of the continuous-time 
contracting literature, and Board, 2011 for a model of relational contracting). The part of this 
literature that is mostly related to dynamic mechanism design is the one that assumes that the 
manager observes privately a payoff or productivity shock prior to committing his effort (as in 
the taxation literature); see, for example, Edmans and Gabaix (2011), Edmans et al. (2012), and 
Garrett and Pavan (2012).

The analysis in most of the dynamic mechanism design literature is in discrete time. A notable 
earlier exception is Williams (2011). The paper by Bergemann and Strack (2015a) in this Sym-
posium provides an illustration of how to extend mechanism design to continuous-time models 
and of how the latter may facilitate novel and sharper predictions. In their leading example of 
repeat sales of a good or service, they establish that commonly observed contract features such 
as flat rates, free consumption units, and two-part tariffs are natural parts of optimal contracts. 
The contributions by Strulovici and Szydlowski (2015) and Williams (2015) in this Symposium 
develop some of the associated optimization results and derive explicit solutions to a class of 
dynamic principal-agent problems, respectively.

All the above papers assume that the designer can commit to her mechanism, in which case 
the dynamics are driven either by changes in the agents’ information or by the stochastic arrival 
of goods and agents over time. A different stream of the literature studies dynamic contracting in 
settings in which the agents’ private information is static but where interesting dynamics originate 
via the principal’s lack of commitment (for earlier contributions, see, for example, Laffont and 
Tirole, 1988, and Hart and Tirole, 1988; for more recent contributions, see Skreta, 2006 and the 
references therein).5 Most works on limited commitment consider settings with a single agent. 
The paper by Skreta (2015) in the present Symposium, instead, considers an auction environment 
with multiple bidders in which the designer lacks the commitment to her mechanism in case the 
good remains unassigned.

A different form of limited commitment is considered in the paper by Deb and Said (2015)
also in the present Symposium. In that paper the seller can commit to the dynamic contract 
she offers to each agent, but cannot commit to the contracts she will offer to future cohorts of 
arriving agents. Partial commitment is also the focus of the paper by Miao and Zhang (2015)
in the present Symposium. They consider a dynamic insurance environment with symmetric 
information, in which both the principal and the agent can walk away from the relationship after 
observing the evolution of the agent’s income process.

Dynamic mechanism design is also related to the literature on persuasion and optimal infor-
mation disclosure (see Kamenica and Gentzkow, 2011 and the references therein). The canonical 
persuasion model assumes that the designer (the sender) can choose the information structure of 
the agent (the receiver). Interesting effects emerge when one combines persuasion with screen-

4 The information is also determined endogenously by the mechanism in Kakade et al. (2013), and Fershtman and 
Pavan (2015). These papers consider intertemporal models of experimentation in which the agents revise their beliefs 
through experience and consumption. Similar issues arise in the application to licensing in Bergemann and Välimäki
(2010) and in the multi-armed bandit-auction in Pavan et al. (2014).

5 See also Battaglini (2007) and Strulovici (2011) for models of limited commitment with changing types.
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ing. Calzolari and Pavan (2006a, 2006b), for example, consider models in which a principal 
first screens the private information of one or multiple agents and then passes some of this in-
formation to other agents, or other principals. Bergemann and Pesendorfer (2007) and Eső and 
Szentes (2007) in turn study the design of optimal information structures in auctions. The paper 
by Bergemann and Wambach (2015) in the present Symposium contributes to this literature by 
allowing for sequential disclosure policies.

Most of the papers in the literature with time-varying private information assume that the 
agents report their private information over time. In other words, they assume that the dynamic 
allocations are implemented with multiple rounds of communication. The paper by Kruse and 
Strack (2015) in the present Symposium, instead, considers a family of stopping problems where 
the optimal allocations can be sustained either without communication or with a single round of 
initial communication.

The last paper in the Symposium by Bognar et al. (2015) considers an interesting application 
of dynamic mechanism design to sequential voting. It is related to the literature that studies 
information acquisition in mechanism design (see Bergemann and Välimäki, 2002, 2006 and the 
references therein for earlier contributions, and Gershkov and Szentes, 2009 and Krähmer and 
Strausz, 2011 for recent developments).

2. Overview of the symposium contributions

The first paper in the Symposium by Kruse and Strack (2015) analyzes an important class of 
dynamic allocation problems with private information, the class of optimal stopping problems. 
In a discrete-time setting, a single agent privately observes a stochastic process. Based on the 
private observation of the process, the agent then decides when to stop the process, and the 
decision to stop is irreversible. The agent’s and the principal’s gross utilities depend on the state 
of the stochastic process before the time, at the time, and after the time of stopping. The principal 
can affect the decision of the agent by offering a transfer that is contingent on the agent’s stopping 
decision.

The first objective of the paper is to describe the set of implementable policies. In this envi-
ronment, a direct mechanism would require the agent to report at every period the current state 
of the process. Because the optimal reporting strategies may not be Markovian, the resulting op-
timization of the agent, and in turn of the principal, may be hard to solve. Instead, Kruse and 
Strack (2015) restrict attention to mechanisms that can be implemented without communication. 
In other words, the transfer that the principal offers to the agent depends only on the time the 
process is stopped. The paper then derives a dynamic version of the familiar single-crossing con-
dition under which all cut-off rules can be implemented without communication. A cut-off rule 
is one in which stopping occurs in period t if and only if the agent’s type (described by an in-
creasing function of the process) is above a given cut-off. The converse result is also shown to 
hold. Namely, if an allocation rule is implementable without communication, then it has to be a 
finite cut-off rule.

While the focus on mechanisms without communication is clearly with loss of generality 
with respect to the larger class of direct mechanism, Kruse and Strack (2015) show that such 
mechanisms are often optimal with respect to the broader class of unrestricted mechanisms. For 
example, the socially efficient allocation in an economy in which the agent’s and the princi-
pal’s utilities depend only on the flow value of the process can always be implemented without 
communication. The paper also shows that, when some communication is needed to attain the 
principal’s supremum payoff, it can often be limited to the first period (i.e., the principal offers a 
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menu of stopping rules, indexed by the initial state of the process). For example, in the case of 
additive random walks, the maximal revenue for the principal can be attained by restricting com-
munication to the initial period. This result mirrors an earlier one by Board (2007) that analyzes 
the revenue-maximizing sale of real options under private information.

Kruse and Strack (2015) explicitly construct the transfers that implement any given cut-off 
rule. In order to induce stopping at a given cut-off value, the agent needs to be compensated 
for the forgone option of stopping one, or possibly many, periods later. By contrast, the single-
crossing condition in Kruse and Strack (2015) is defined in terms of the marginal value of waiting 
one extra period. Surprisingly, the paper shows that the transfers implementing a cut-off rule can 
be constructed as the sum of all consecutive expected marginal option values. However, the ex-
pectation has to be taken with respect to a modified version of the stochastic process. Namely, 
the modified process is a constrained version of the original process in the sense that the process 
is bounded precisely by the sequence of cut-off values that is to be implemented. In other words, 
any upward increment in the original process beyond the cut-off value is simply replaced by a 
zero increment, and as soon as the process drops below the cut-off value it becomes unconstrained 
again. Thus, the agent is compensated for the entire option value across all future periods, but 
the expectation is taken with respect to the constrained version of the stochastic process, which 
reflects the implementation of the cut-off policy.

The second paper in the Symposium by Akan et al. (2015) studies a revenue-management 
problem in which a seller faces a population of buyers who are privately informed about the time 
at which they will learn their valuations. The time at which the agents learn is also correlated 
with the agents’ valuations and this gives rise to interesting novel effects. In particular, the seller 
can screen on both the size of the refund and on the time the refund option expires.

Intuitively, screening on when the refund option expires may allow the seller to slack the 
agents’ “downward” local incentive compatibility constraints. This is because an agent who 
claims to learn earlier than she actually does forgoes the option value of returning the good 
in case the true valuation turns out to be low.

The paper then shows that, in some cases, screening along the time dimension may permit 
the seller to extract the full surplus, despite the fact that the agents possess private information 
at the time of contracting. In particular, the paper shows that full surplus extraction is possible 
when those consumers who learn later have a distribution of valuations that is a mean-preserving 
spread of the distribution of valuations of those consumers who learn earlier. In this case, the 
option value of returning the good is the highest for those consumers who learn later. The seller 
can then charge a “premium” for the option to return the good that is increasing in the deadline 
for the refund option and use a menu of such refunds to extract the entire surplus.

When, instead, the expected gains from trade are decreasing in the time the agents learn their 
valuations, screening on the time dimension has no effect on profits. In this case, if the seller were 
to offer the menu of complete-information contracts, all consumers would claim to learn late and 
enjoy an informational rent. In fact, this case resembles the more familiar screening setting in 
which all consumers learn their values at the same time and future values are increasing in the 
agents’ early private information in a first-order-stochastic-dominance sense (see, e.g., Courty 
and Li, 2000).

More generally, the paper shows that it is optimal to screen both on the size of the refund 
and on the time the refund option expires when (a) the expected gains from trade are highest for 
consumers who learn latest, and (b) the value of the return option is not high enough to deter 
consumers who learn late from imitating consumers who learn early.
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Interestingly, the paper shows that when (i) the distribution of valuations of later-learning con-
sumers first-order-stochastically dominates that of early-learning consumers and (ii) the complete 
information allocations are not incentive compatible, the menu of optimal contracts can feature 
both downward and upward distortions. In particular, the seller offers the lower-valuation, early-
learning consumers contracts with a higher refund price (thus inducing a downward distortion in 
consumption) and the higher-valuation, later-learning consumers contracts with a lower refund 
price (thus inducing upward distortion in consumption). The distortion for the early-learning 
consumers is the familiar one (it deters the later-learning, higher-valuation consumers from mim-
icking). However, contrary to standard screening models, only the highest type is indifferent 
between reporting truthfully and imitating those consumers who learn earlier. Furthermore, the 
highest type never uses the refund option when she imitates an earlier-learning consumer be-
cause she does not know yet her final valuation at the time the refund option expires. In turn, 
the lower return price (the upward distortion) in the contracts for the late-learning consumers 
is to deter mimicking by the early-learning consumers. This is a novel binding “upward” local 
incentive-compatibility constraint that is absent in standard models where all agents learn at the 
same time.

Many vendors (airlines, hotels, event organizers) offer menus of contracts with sophisticated 
refund policies. The paper provides a useful framework for thinking about the relevant trade-offs 
and offers valuable insights on the practices followed by some of these vendors. It brings together 
results from the dynamic mechanism design literature and the operations management literature 
on pricing and capacity controls in stochastic environments. As most of the papers in this Sympo-
sium (see Skreta, 2015, and Deb and Said, 2015 for exceptions), Akan et al. (2015) assume that 
the seller can perfectly commit to her mechanism. Extending the analysis to settings in which the 
seller has imperfect commitment is likely to bring new insights and make the predictions further 
aligned with actual pricing practices.

The third paper in the Symposium by Garrett and Pavan (2015) considers a dynamic contract-
ing environment in which a manager’s ability to generate profits for a firm changes stochastically 
with time. Both the manager’s ability and his effort are the manager’s private information. Impor-
tantly, the manager possesses private information prior to contracting with the firm. The purpose 
of the analysis is to examine the dynamics of incentives under optimal contracts.

In this environment, asking a manager to exert more effort is costly for three reasons. First, 
higher effort is costly for the manager and hence must be compensated. Second, asking higher 
effort of a manager of a given productivity requires increasing the compensation to all managers 
with higher productivity; this extra compensation is required to discourage these more productive 
managers from mimicking the less productive ones. Lastly, higher effort requires pay to be more 
sensitive to performance. When the manager is risk averse, this increase in volatility requires 
higher compensation by the firm.

The paper investigates the implications of the above effects both for the dynamics of effort 
and for the distortions in the provision of incentives due to asymmetric information. As in New 
Dynamic Public Finance, in the presence of wealth effects (that is, beyond the quasilinear case), 
distortions are best measured by the “wedge” between the marginal cash flows generated by 
higher effort and the marginal compensation that must be paid to the managers to keep their 
utility constant. The dynamics of wedges provide information on how the firm optimally distorts 
both effort and compensation intertemporally to reduce the managers’ information rents.

Contrary to most of the dynamic mechanism design literature, the paper identifies certain 
properties of optimal contracts by applying variational arguments directly to the firm’s “full prob-
lem.” It identifies perturbations that preserve participation and incentive-compatibility constraints 
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and then uses such perturbations to identify properties of optimal contracts. This approach does 
not permit one to fully characterize how effort and compensation respond to all possible contin-
gencies. However, it does permit one to identify how, on average, effort and incentives evolve 
over time under fully optimal contracts.

The advantage of this variational approach is that it permits one to bypass some of the diffi-
culties in the dynamic mechanism design literature. As mentioned above, the typical approach 
involves imposing only a restricted set of “local” incentive constraints, then solving a “relaxed 
problem,” and finally identifying restrictions on the primitive environment that guarantee that the 
solution to the relaxed problem satisfies the remaining constraints. When validated, this “first-
order” approach has the advantage of yielding ex-post predictions about effort and compensation 
that depend on the realized productivity history. In contrast, the variational approach in Garrett 
and Pavan (2015) yields only ex-ante predictions that hold by averaging over productivity histo-
ries.

In terms of predictions, the paper shows that, when the managers are risk neutral, the firm 
typically distorts downward (relative to the first best) the level of effort asked of those managers 
whose initial productivity is low. Importantly, this result is shown to extend to settings in which 
the first-order approach fails, provided that effort is bounded away from zero from below (the 
paper provides primitive conditions for this to be the case). It is also shown that, whenever (a) on 
average, first-period effort is distorted downward relative to the first-best level, and (b) the effect 
of the initial productivity on future productivity declines with time, the firm asks, on average, 
for higher effort later in the relationship. The result follows from the fact that, when produc-
tivity is less than fully persistent, the benefit of distorting the effort of those managers whose 
initial productivity is low so as to reduce the compensation paid to those managers whose initial 
productivity is high is greatest early in the relationship.

The most interesting results pertain to the case in which the managers are risk averse. To re-
duce the volatility of future compensation the firm further distorts future effort and compensation 
away from their efficient levels. Whether distortions increase or decrease, on average, over time 
then depends on the degrees of managerial risk aversion and productivity persistence. For low 
degrees of risk aversion and low degrees of productivity persistence, the dynamics of distortions 
parallel those in the risk-neutral case (that is, distortions decrease, on average, over time). When, 
instead, shocks to productivity are sufficiently persistent, as in the case of a random walk, then, 
for any degree of risk aversion, distortions increase, on average, over time.

The variational approach developed in Garrett and Pavan (2015) could prove useful also in 
other contractual environments. For example, in ongoing work, Garrett et al. (2015) use a similar 
approach to identify long-run properties of optimal screening contracts in a Mussa–Rosen envi-
ronment of nonlinear pricing. They show how convergence to efficiency depends on properties 
of the process such as ergodicity and first-order stochastic dominance.

The fourth paper by Bergemann and Strack (2015a) considers the classic problem of dynamic 
revenue maximization under private information. In contrast to much of the received literature in 
dynamic mechanism design, the analysis is in continuous rather than discrete time. The private 
information of the agent is assumed to follow a stochastic process with a Brownian noise term. 
This includes, among others, the arithmetic and the geometric Brownian motion, but also the 
mean-reverting Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process, or certain types of Bayesian learning. The focus of 
the analysis is on time-separable allocation problems in which the feasibility of the current set 
of allocations is unaffected by past decisions. This class includes the repeated sale of goods or 
services, but does exclude stopping problems, such as the single sale of a durable good in which 
past allocative decisions restrict the set of feasible contemporaneous allocations.
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The specific insights of the continuous-time setting emerge after the necessary conditions 
for the optimal mechanism are established. Specifically, while the necessary conditions of the 
continuous-time setting mirror almost exactly those of the discrete-time setting (see Eső and 
Szentes, 2007 and Pavan et al., 2014), the sufficient conditions for the time-separable problem in 
continuous time become very transparent. In particular, using the familiar tools from stochastic 
calculus, Bergemann and Strack (2015a) can explicitly derive the solution to the dynamic mecha-
nism design problem. In the leading case of the repeat sales of a good or service, Bergemann and 
Strack (2015a) identify conditions under which commonly observed features such as flat rates, 
free consumption units, or two-part tariffs arise as part of the optimal mechanism.

An early and important insight in the dynamic mechanism design literature (see Baron and 
Besanko, 1984) is that, relative to the static problem, the virtual utility of the agent has to be 
augmented by a term that represents the informational impact of the agent’s initial private infor-
mation at time zero on the future types. Pavan et al. (2014) show how this informational term 
can be written for general stochastic processes as a function of orthogonalized signals—the im-
pulse responses of the stochastic process. In the continuous-time Brownian motion setting of 
Bergemann and Strack (2015a), the incremental information is by construction orthogonal to the 
past information. Moreover, the continuous time limit of the impulse response function is simply 
the stochastic flow of the continuous-time process, an expression that is frequently very compact 
and described in terms of the primitives of the stochastic process, time, mean, and variance. Thus, 
the characterization of the optimal mechanism and the nature of the allocative distortion is often 
simpler in the continuous-time setting relative to its discrete-time analog.

In Bergemann and Strack (2015a), the agent’s private information at every time t > 0 consists 
of the state of the stochastic process. The agent’s private information at time t = 0, instead, is 
allowed to be different from the initial state of the process. For example, it can be the drift, or 
the variance, of the stochastic process or, in the case of the mean-reverting process, the speed of 
the mean-reversion. In those instances, the corresponding initial state of the process is public in-
formation. Thus, at every point in time, the agent only receives a one-dimensional private signal 
and the analysis of the incentive constraints remains confined to a sequence of one-dimensional 
incentive constraints. Yet, by allowing for a richer class of initial private signals, Bergemann and 
Strack (2015a) can analyze the distortionary influence of various forms of initial private informa-
tion on subsequent allocative decisions. In the Markovian framework considered in much of the 
earlier literature, the influence of the initial state on the future state vanishes under mild ergodicity 
conditions. In contrast, Bergemann and Strack (2015a) show that, in many instances, the distor-
tionary influences may remain constant (as in the arithmetic Brownian motion when the initial 
value of the process is privately known), increase over time (as in the geometric Brownian motion 
when the drift is privately known) or vary randomly (as in the arithmetic Brownian motion when 
the variance is privately known). In recent contributions in discrete-time settings, Boleslavsky 
and Said (2013) and Skrzypacz and Toikka (forthcoming) also observe that if the initial private 
information may pertain to a parameter of the stochastic process itself, then the intertemporal dis-
tortion may not disappear over time. Bergemann and Strack (2015a) provide general necessary 
and sufficient conditions regarding the long-run behavior of distortions in terms of conditions on 
the convergence behavior of the underlying stochastic process.

The fifth paper in the Symposium by Skreta (2015) considers the problem of a seller designing 
revenue-maximizing mechanisms in a setting in which she cannot commit to not proposing a new 
mechanism if the one previously chosen failed to allocate the object. The environment is similar 
to the one in Myerson (1981). A risk-neutral seller who owns a single object faces a fixed pop-
ulation of potential risk-neutral buyers whose valuations are private, independently distributed 
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across buyers, and constant over time. At the beginning of each period, the seller proposes a new 
mechanism. If the object is sold, the game ends; otherwise, in the next period the seller offers a 
new mechanism. The game ends after an exogenously fixed number of periods.

The key result is that, despite the lack of commitment, the optimal mechanism takes the same 
form as in Myerson (1981). In particular, when buyers are ex-ante identical, in each period the 
seller uses first-price (or second-price) auctions with optimally chosen reserve prices. When, 
instead, buyers are asymmetric (in the sense that their valuations are drawn from different distri-
butions), in each period the sequentially-optimal mechanism assigns the good to the buyer with 
the highest virtual valuation, provided it is above a buyer-specific reserve price. Importantly, the 
virtual valuations, and the corresponding reserve prices, are computed by truncating the distri-
butions using the agents’ bidding strategies in previous periods. Under the optimal mechanism, 
a positive-measure set of types pools by bidding under the reserve price. Finally, the paper shows 
that the revenue loss due to the lack of commitment is highest for intermediate values of the 
discount factor and when the number of buyers is small.

The paper is related to the durable-good-monopolist literature (e.g., Stokey, 1981; Bulow, 
1982; Gul et al., 1986). There are two key differences with respect to this literature. First, the 
seller has limited capacity and hence uses auctions as opposed to posted prices. Second, the 
model in Skreta (2015) assumes a finite horizon, while most of these earlier works consider a 
setting with infinitely many periods. The paper is also related to McAfee and Vincent (1997)
who study an auction environment in which the seller behaves sequentially rationally, but where 
she is restricted to choosing reservation prices in an exogenously given auction format (see also 
Burguet and Sákovics, 1996; Caillaud and Mezzetti, 2004 and Liu et al., 2015 for alternative 
models of sequential auctions in which the trading protocol is exogenous).

Methodologically, this is the first paper that solves for the optimal mechanism under limited 
commitment in a multi-agent environment allowing for a continuum of valuations and for the 
possibility that the seller controls what agents observe—the transparency of the mechanisms. As 
is well known, mechanism design under limited commitment is difficult, for one cannot restrict 
the agents to truthfully reporting their types (see, among others, Freixas et al., 1985, and Laffont 
and Tirole, 1988). A remarkable result, first noticed in Kumar (1985) and in Laffont and Tirole
(1990) and then subsequently generalized in Bester and Strausz (2001), is that, with a single 
agent and finitely-many types, the maximal payoff for the principal can be attained by offering 
mechanisms in which the message space has the same cardinality as the type space, and by in-
ducing the agent to report his true type with strictly positive probability. Unfortunately, as shown 
in Bester and Strausz (2000), in general, this result does not extend to settings with multiple 
agents.

In the multi-agent environment in Skreta (2006), optimal allocations can be identified by re-
stricting the seller to offering in period one a dynamic mechanism that is PBE-feasible. Suppose 
there are only two trading periods. The mechanism specifies a period-one allocation and payment 
rule. In case the good remains unassigned, the mechanism then specifies a period-two allocation 
and payment rule. In both periods, each agent’s message space can be restricted to his type 
space. As in Bester and Strausz (2001), agents are induced to lie with positive probability. The 
requirement that the dynamic mechanism be PBE-feasible then amounts to requiring that (a) the 
proposed mechanism admit a PBE in the game among the agents only and (b) given the PBE 
played by the agents, the seller not have an incentive in period two to renege and offer a different 
incentive-compatible direct revelation mechanism. This step then permits the author to reduce 
the problem of designing a sequence of profit-maximizing auctions to a constrained optimiza-
tion problem, as in settings with full commitment. The optimization is, however, significantly 
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harder for the following reasons: (i) the agents’ optimal reporting strategies cannot be assumed 
to be truthful, (ii) the allocations must also satisfy the seller’s incentive-compatibility constraints 
(which in turn depend on the agents’ reporting strategies), (iii) the design must also specify what 
the agents observe at the end of the first period (i.e., a disclosure policy), and (iv) in case the 
seller deviates in period two, she faces an informed principal problem (due to the fact that she 
may have observed more information than the agents in the first period). Much of this complexity 
is absent in single-agent settings, such as those considered in Skreta (2006). Remarkably, Skreta
(2015) shows that, at the optimum, the seller offers a fully transparent mechanism and induces 
all types below a given threshold to pool on the same report.

The paper is also related to the literature that studies the design of optimal disclosure policies 
in settings in which the agents possess private information. Calzolari and Pavan (2006a) show 
how to design optimal disclosure policies in an auction setting in which the seller cannot prevent 
resale, whereas Calzolari and Pavan (2006b) show how to design optimal policies in settings 
in which multiple principals sequentially contract with the same agent. In turn, Bergemann and 
Pesendorfer (2007), Eső and Szentes (2007), Li and Shi (2015), and Bergemann and Wambach
(2015) study optimal disclosure policies in auctions, but where the information disclosed to the 
bidders is exogenous to the bidders, as opposed to being determined by other bidders’ reporting 
strategies.

The sixth paper in the Symposium by Deb and Said (2015) contributes to an open and im-
portant question in dynamic mechanism design. It reconsiders the seminal model of sequential 
screening of Courty and Li (2000), but allows for the arrival of new buyers over time. In Courty 
and Li (2000), as well as in much of the subsequent literature, the seller can observe the arrival 
of each buyer and can commit to excluding from future trade any buyer who refuses to contract 
upon arrival. As a result, a buyer cannot strategically delay his interaction with the seller. This 
restriction is definitely at odds with many markets. Consider, for the example, the sale of cell 
phone contracts with various amounts of free minutes, various data packages, and different com-
mitment times. The seller clearly anticipates she will continue selling new contracts to newly 
arriving buyers but, to the extent that the buyers are anonymous, she cannot distinguish between 
a buyer who chooses to delay his interaction with the seller and one arriving late. In other words, 
arrivals are rarely observable in most markets of interest.

Deb and Said (2015) capture the key ingredients of these situations by considering a two-
period model in which the seller can offer long-term contracts to each buyer arriving in period 
one but cannot commit in the first period to the contracts she will offer to those buyers arriving 
in the second period. The long-term contracts offered to the first period buyers take the form 
of option contracts and are meant to provide the early buyers with some flexibility in the way 
they will respond to the arrival of subsequent private information. Importantly, the seller cannot 
distinguish between a buyer arriving in the second period and one arriving in the first period but 
delaying contracting till the second period.

The possibility of timing the contracting date creates an endogenous outside option for the 
early-arriving buyers. This option in turn restricts the seller’s ability to extract surplus from the 
early-arriving buyers. As a result, the seller has an ex-ante incentive to manage the future con-
tracts in order to make the outside option less valuable to the early buyers. Because the seller is 
constrained to behave sequentially rationally in the second period, she may then want to manip-
ulate the composition of the second-period demand so as to credibly offer less generous terms to 
those buyers arriving late.

The contribution in Deb and Said (2015) is in showing how a careful demand management 
that naturally arises under limited commitment can change the properties of optimal contracts. 
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A key result is that, at the optimum, the seller induces a positive-measure set of early-arriving 
buyers (with intermediate valuations) to wait till period two. Because such buyers contribute to 
raising the average valuation of the period-two buyers, the seller then has incentives to maintain 
a higher price in period two, thus reducing the outside option of the early-arriving buyers. In 
contrast, those early-arriving buyers with either a very low or very high valuation are induced to 
contract immediately in period one by entering into a long-term (option) contract.

The paper is related to a few recent contributions. Ely et al. (2015) consider a sequential 
screening problem similar to the one in Deb and Said (2015) but where the seller has limited 
capacity. They show that overbooking (selling more units than capacity), as practiced by air-
lines and other service providers, may be an optimal response to the commitment problem. By 
overbooking, the seller biases the allocation problem against the late-arriving buyers, thus incen-
tivizing early purchases by early-arriving buyers. The paper by Garrett (2014) considers a related 
problem with time-varying valuations, similar to the one in Battaglini (2005) but where agents 
arrive stochastically over time and have private information about their arrival dates. It shows that 
the seller needs to provide early-arriving buyers with additional incentives to join immediately, 
and that all types, even the lowest, must receive a positive information rent. To induce immediate 
contracting, the seller must tighten the incentive constraints over time, so that a buyer with given 
valuation, but arriving later, receives less favorable terms. By contrast, Deb (2014) and Garrett
(2013) consider related intertemporal problems for durable goods when the seller has full com-
mitment over the entire time horizon. Armstrong and Zhou (forthcoming) show how a seller may 
use different dynamic (option) contracts to deter buyers from exploring the prices at other sellers, 
thereby influencing the distribution of outside options and leading to greater rent extraction.

Finally, Deb and Said (2015) also consider a two-sided limited commitment problem whereby 
a buyer entering into a long-term contract in period one can exit the contract in period two and re-
enter the market anonymously as a late-arriving buyer. Optimal contracts in this environment can 
be significantly different than in the case when re-entry is not feasible. Such differences illustrate 
well the importance of various commitment and observability assumptions for the predictions 
the theory delivers about equilibrium contracts and the induced distortions.

The seventh paper in the Symposium by Miao and Zhang (2015) considers a continuous-
time contracting environment with complete information, but limited commitment, both from 
the agent and the principal. It proposes a novel duality approach that permits analytical solu-
tions. The paper considers a consumption-insurance problem similar to the one examined in 
Thomas and Worrall (1988), Kocherlakota (1996), Alvarez and Jermann (2000), Ligon et al.
(2002), and Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004). These previous works assume a discrete-time setup. 
The approach typically followed to identify properties of optimal contracts is to use the agent’s 
continuation utility as a state variable. Optimality is then summarized by a Hamilton–Jacobi–
Bellman (HJB) equation with state constraints. However, such an equation typically does not 
admit analytical solutions and may be difficult to analyze even numerically, due to the fact that 
the space of continuation utility is endogenous. The contribution of Miao and Zhang (2015) is in 
showing that sharp analytical predictions can be obtained by considering the dual problem and 
casting the analysis in continuous time. The dual has the advantage of being an unconstrained 
problem, and delivers a simple linear HJB equation subject to free-boundary conditions.

The paper provides a dynamic programming characterization of the dual problem using in-
dividual income as the usual state variable and the cumulative of the Lagrange multipliers 
associated with the intertemporal participation constraints as co-state variables. When the prin-
cipal can commit to a dynamic risk-sharing contract but the agent can walk away at any period 
(in the literature, this case is referred to as “one-sided limited commitment”), the only co-state 
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variable is the one associated with the agent’s participation constraints. In particular, when the 
principal and the agent have the same discount factor, the co-state variable is also equal to the 
ratio of the two players’ marginal utilities. The agent’s current income and the ratio of marginal 
utilities constitute the state variables of the dual problem. When the principal’s and the agent’s
discount rates differ, the co-state variable must be adjusted by the difference in the discount 
rates, but the adjusted co-state variables continue to be current income and the ratio of marginal 
utilities.

When neither the agent nor the principal can commit (in the literature, this case is referred 
to as “two-sided limited commitment”), the analysis parallels the one in the one-sided limited 
commitment case, but with two co-state variables, corresponding to each of the two players’ 
participation constraints.

The paper illustrates well the advantages of the dual approach by considering two examples 
where neither autarky nor full risk sharing are outcomes of optimal contracts. The first example 
is a continuous-time version of the discrete-time models analyzed in Thomas and Worrall (1988), 
Krueger and Uhlig (2006), and Chapter 19 of Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004). In this example, 
the principal is a risk-neutral planner and the agent is a household with a constant-relative-risk-
aversion utility function. Only the agent has limited commitment: at any instant, the agent can 
“walk away” from the contract, in which case autarky prevails in the continuation. While in the 
discrete-time model of Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004), the agent and the principal have the same 
discount factor and income follows an independently and identically distributed process with a 
finite state space, in the Miao and Zhang (2015) example, the agent and the principal are al-
lowed to have different discount factors and income follows a geometric Brownian motion. The 
corresponding dynamics are quite different in the two models. In particular, while the agent is 
eventually fully insured in Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004), in Miao and Zhang (2015), the agent 
is never fully insured. Such differences are not merely a consequence of continuous time. They 
originate from the fact that the income process is unbounded and continuous in Miao and Zhang
(2015), whereas it is bounded and discrete in Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004).

The second example features an environment similar to the one in the first example, but 
where the principal may also renege on the contract and guarantee herself a constant outside 
option equal to zero. This problem is a continuous-time version of the problems analyzed in 
Kocherlakota (1996), Alvarez and Jermann (2000), Ligon et al. (2002), and Chapter 20 of 
Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004). In these previous works, depending on parameters’ values, the 
optimal contract features full risk sharing, autarky (no risk sharing), or limited risk sharing. 
In particular, autarky is the only sustainable allocation when the discount factor is sufficiently 
small, whereas full risk sharing can be achieved when the discount factor is sufficiently large. By 
contrast, in Miao and Zhang (2015), only limited risk sharing can be sustained in equilibrium, 
irrespective of parameters’ values. Once again, the difference is not a mere consequence of con-
tinuous time. It also reflects the fact that the income process is unbounded in Miao and Zhang
(2015). That full risk sharing can never be an equilibrium outcome then follows from the fact 
that, for extreme income realizations, the autarky value exceeds any constant-utility level from 
full risk sharing (the same result holds in discrete time, when the income process is unbounded). 
That autarky can never be an equilibrium outcome is perhaps more interesting and appears to be 
more specific to the continuous-time setting. In fact, in the discrete-time approximation of the 
model, autarky is the only equilibrium outcome if the nonstationary income process is not too 
volatile and/or the principal and the agent are sufficiently impatient.

The paper also offers interesting comparative statics with respect to the agent’s relative risk 
aversion, the volatility of the income process, and the discount factors. While not all the re-
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sults are equally surprising, the method used to arrive to the results is elegant and applicable to 
other settings. That the method permits sharp analytical predictions is quite impressive given that 
models with heterogenous discount rates and/or two-sided limited commitment are notoriously 
intractable.

Related to Miao and Zhang (2015) is the eighth paper in the Symposium by Williams (2015). 
This paper studies a tractable continuous-time principal-agent model with both moral hazard 
and hidden savings. The framework is an extension of Holmstrom and Milgrom (1987). As in 
Williams (2011), the results are established using the stochastic maximum principle and showing 
that the first-order approach to the agent’s incentive problem is valid in the framework under 
examination. The key contribution relative to earlier continuous-time works is in the explicit 
characterization of the optimal policies (effort and consumption). This is made possible by the 
combination of the assumptions that (a) the production technology and asset accumulation are 
linear in the agent’s effort and in the shocks, (b) both the principal and the agent have exponential 
preferences over consumption, and (c) the agent has quadratic financial costs of effort.

The paper offers various useful insights about the dynamics of the “labor wedge” (the la-
bor/leisure margin) and the “intertemporal wedge” (the consumption/savings margin). As noticed 
in previous work, when the principal can control the agent’s consumption, both the labor/leisure 
margin and the consumption/savings margin are distorted. With hidden savings, instead, the con-
sumption/savings margin is undistorted, and, as a result, the labor wedge is larger. Finally, the 
paper shows how the optimal contracts can be implemented by providing the agent with a con-
stant share of output (or equity share), a constant flow payment, and a constant tax on savings. 
Contrary to Holmstrom and Milgrom (1987), under the optimal contract, total compensation is 
not linear in the firm’s cash flows, but it remains linear in the logarithm of the agent’s promised 
utility.

The paper provides a complete and explicit treatment of the first-best contract, the contract for 
hidden effort but with no hidden savings, and the contract for hidden effort and hidden savings. 
Such a complete characterization favors interesting comparisons. That incentive compatibility 
under hidden savings can be verified analytically is also a major plus relative to previous work.

The ninth paper in the Symposium by Strulovici and Szydlowski (2015) considers a family of 
single-agent dynamic problems where uncertainty is generated by a Brownian motion. The au-
thors consider both stochastic control and optimal stopping problems, such as those analyzed in 
the agency models of Bergemann and Strack (2015a) and Kruse and Strack (2015) in this Sym-
posium. In the stochastic control setting, the agent’s objective is to control a one-dimensional, 
time-homogeneous diffusion process in order to maximize the expected rewards. The approach 
taken in the paper is to analyze the Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman (HJB) equation associated to the 
problem under examination. The paper establishes a verification theorem that guarantees that the 
value function of the control problem satisfies this equation. These and other related stochastic 
optimization problems frequently arise in economics, in applications that range from optimal 
growth models to multi-armed bandit problems. After heuristically deriving a HJB equation, one 
would like to rely on some general result guaranteeing that this equation possesses a unique so-
lution that coincides with the value function. Unfortunately, general existence results for HJB 
equations are very limited.

The authors make progress by imposing (i) Lipschitz continuity and linear growth conditions 
with respect to the state variable that hold uniformly across the controls, (ii) continuity with 
respect to the control, and (iii) a uniform condition of non-vanishing volatility. Under these con-
ditions, Strulovici and Szydlowski (2015) establish that the value function is the unique smooth 
solution to the HJB equation. In turn, they show that the HJB equation can be used to express a 
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candidate optimal strategy in terms of the value function and its derivatives. Finally, Strulovici 
and Szydlowski (2015) provide conditions under which the candidate solution indeed leads to an 
admissible optimal control.

While the smoothness of value functions has been extensively studied in the optimization 
literature, the contribution here is in the predictions that are made possible by restricting attention 
to a one-dimensional state. In these problems, the value function can be characterized solely by 
using ordinary differential equations rather than partial differential equations. In particular, it is 
sufficient for the volatility to be of locally bounded variation. Another advantage of the structure 
considered in the paper is that it permits one to identify sufficient conditions for the existence 
of admissible optimal controls (in most of previous works, existence has to be checked on a 
case-by-case basis).

The last two papers in the Symposium consider environments in which, in principle, the de-
signer could run a static mechanism, but where a dynamic mechanism that sequentially discloses 
information to the agents can improve the relevant objective (the social efficiency of the voting 
system in the first paper and the revenue to the seller in the second paper).

In particular, Bognar et al. (2015) consider a canonical voting setting in which a finite num-
ber of agents vote over binary alternatives. Each voter has a privately-known valuation for the 
alternatives and all voters share a common prior. The authors are interested in finding a (possibly 
sequential) voting mechanism that maximizes expected social welfare.

Voting is costly and hence the mechanism must maximize expected utilities, net of voting 
costs. While values are private and independent, payoffs are not restricted to be quasilinear. As a 
result, the designer cannot use transfers to provide incentives to the agents. This assumption im-
plies that, in contrast to the quasilinear case where the first best can be implemented under fairly 
general conditions (see, e.g., Bergemann and Välimäki, 2010), in the present environment, the 
possibility of implementing the first-best outcome cannot be taken for granted. The paper shows 
that the first best can be implemented under a uniform common prior (i.e., when all alternatives 
are ex ante equally likely). However, when the prior is sufficiently asymmetric, one can construct 
examples where the first best cannot be implemented.

The optimal mechanism is naturally one of sequential voting. Because voting is costly, the 
planner wants to incur the cost of consulting additional voters only when posterior beliefs remain 
sufficiently close to the prior (note that sequential mechanisms are optimal even in the absence of 
incentive constraints). The restriction to binary alternatives in turn implies that abstentions can be 
counted in favor of any arbitrarily chosen default alternative. Sequential voting terminates as soon 
as one of the alternatives obtains a supermajority of the votes. Importantly, the supermajority 
threshold declines over time as the probability that the remaining uncast votes reverse the leading 
alternative declines.

The analysis is closely related to the earlier work of Gershkov and Szentes (2009). The present 
model differs from Gershkov and Szentes (2009) in a number of important dimensions. First, the 
environment is one of pure private values, whereas Gershkov and Szentes (2009) consider a 
Condorcet Jury Theorem environment with pure common values. Second, in the present paper, 
voters are already informed and the cost is with respect to the act of voting rather than with 
respect to information acquisition.

In an extension, the paper considers costly voting with common—rather than private—values 
and rediscovers the impossibility of first-best implementation, which is familiar from the in-
formation acquisition literature. This result mirrors a similar distinction between private and 
interdependent values in static mechanism design with information acquisition, as observed in 
Bergemann and Välimäki (2002).
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A central question in dynamic mechanism design is how to tailor incentives to the sequential 
arrival of private information. In most works, the process governing the gradual arrival of infor-
mation is assumed to be exogenous. However, in many environments of interest, the agents’ 
(private) information is at least in part controlled by the designer. Indeed, in many auction 
environments, the seller explicitly controls how much information the bidders have about the 
characteristics of the object on sale. In the federal offshore wildcat oil tract auctions, for exam-
ple, prior to bidding, interested firms are permitted to gather information about the lease value 
and their drilling costs using seismic information, but no on-site drilling is allowed (see Porter, 
1995). Similarly, Genesove (1993) reports that in wholesale used car auctions, different auction-
eers adopt remarkably different rules as to how potential bidders may inspect a used car prior to 
bidding.

The last paper in the Symposium by Bergemann and Wambach (2015) considers an auction 
setting with a single indivisible good and independent private values. The designer’s objective is 
to maximize revenues by designing a sequential mechanism that jointly determines the allocation 
of the good, the payments, and the information disclosed to the bidders.

The novelty relative to previous works (most notably, Eső and Szentes, 2007) is in allowing 
for disclosure policies that release information sequentially over time. The paper shows that the 
optimal mechanism can be implemented through an ascending-price auction in which all the los-
ing bidders learn perfectly their true valuations whereas the winning bidder receives only limited 
information about his valuation that is censored from below. In other words, the winning bidder 
only learns that his true value is sufficiently high to win against the losing bidders. Equivalently, 
at each point in time, a bidder is either informed that the price has reached the bidder’s true value, 
in which case the bidder drops out, or he receives no information (which amounts to learning that 
the true valuation is strictly greater than the current price). The disclosure process (and the auc-
tion itself) ends when there is only one bidder left who has not yet learned his true valuation of 
the object. Losing bidders pay nothing, whereas the winning bidder pays a price that is linked to 
the expectation of the winning bidder’s true valuation conditional on it being above the stop-out 
price (the precise formula depends on whether or not the bidders possess private information 
prior to participating in the auction).

The analysis in Bergemann and Wambach (2015) builds on previous work by Bergemann and 
Pesendorfer (2007) and Eső and Szentes (2007). Bergemann and Pesendorfer (2007) consider 
the optimal design of an information structure in a single-unit auction with independent private 
values. In contrast to the present work, Bergemann and Pesendorfer (2007) (a) restrict attention 
to static disclosure policies whereby each bidder receives a single signal prior to bidding and 
(b) assume that bidders do not possess private information prior to entering the auction. The 
environment in Bergemann and Pesendorfer (2007) can thus be viewed as an instance of Bayesian 
persuasion, as formulated in Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011), but one in which (i) there are 
many receivers (the bidders) and (ii) the sender (the seller) designs not only the disclosure rule 
but also the game among the receivers. The present work follows Eső and Szentes (2007) in 
that it allows the bidders to possess private information prior to participating in the mechanism. 
In fact, the ascending auction of Bergemann and Wambach (2015) implements the same final 
allocation of the optimal handicap auction of Eső and Szentes (2007). However, because the 
ascending auction reveals less information than the handicap auction to the winning bidder, the 
allocation is implemented under more stringent participation constraints. In particular, in Eső and 
Szentes (2007), the participation constraint of each bidder is satisfied at the interim level—i.e., 
prior to participating in the mechanism—but not ex post. In fact, in the handicap auction, all 
bidders make a payment prior to entering the auction (this payment can be thought of as the price 
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for the handicap). As a result, all losing bidders’ ex-post participation constraints are violated. In 
contrast, in Bergemann and Wambach (2015), losing bidders pay nothing (and hence their ex-post 
participation constraints are trivially satisfied) whereas the winning bidder pays (in expectation) 
more than in the handicap auction, but less than his ex-post expected valuation. Crucially, the 
larger payment by the winning bidder is sustained by disclosing him less information than in 
the handicap auction. In other words, the sequential auction of Bergemann and Wambach (2015)
implements the same allocation rule as the handicap auction of Eső and Szentes (2007), but 
under a more stringent solution concept, posterior equilibrium (see Green and Laffont, 1987 for 
a definition).

In both Bergemann and Wambach (2015) and Eső and Szentes (2007), the information dis-
closed to the bidders is a function of the bidders’ reported initial types and of incremental 
information that is orthogonal to the bidders’ true initial types. While it is always without loss 
of generality to describe the bidders’ true valuations as functions of their initial types and of 
orthogonal incremental information (as implied by the Integral Transform Probability theorem; 
see also Pavan et al., 2014 for a discussion of how this applies to arbitrary processes), restricting 
the disclosure policy to depending on the reported initial types as opposed to the true ones can 
be with loss of generality. For example, Li and Shi (2015) show that static disclosure policies 
that depend on the true initial types and on orthogonalized shocks (equivalently, that depend on 
the true ex-post valuations) can improve the seller’s revenue relative to the handicap auction (and 
thus also relative to the ascending auction analyzed in Bergemann and Wambach, 2015). Extend-
ing the analysis of optimal sequential disclosure rules by allowing such rules to depend on the 
ex-post valuations represents an important future step for this line of research.

3. Avenues for future research

The extensive scope of the contributions in the Symposium illustrates well the progress that 
the dynamic analysis of contracts and mechanisms has made since the early contributions by 
Baron and Besanko (1984) and Courty and Li (2000). As the interest in this research program 
continues to grow, we expect significant further progress in the years ahead. We conclude this In-
troduction with a brief discussion of some of the questions that remain open and of the challenges 
that the field is facing.

Commitment, dynamic arrivals and departures, and participation constraints Most of the lit-
erature assumes that principals and agents arrive contemporaneously and that principals can 
commit to excluding those agents who declined earlier offers from trading in future periods. 
As shown in Skreta (2015) in this Symposium, relaxing such commitment assumptions may 
uncover novel aspects of optimal mechanisms, especially when the agents’ private information 
changes over time. Furthermore, as discussed in Deb and Said (2015), in many environments 
of interest, the population of agents changes over time, as new agents arrive and existing ones 
depart from the marketplace. For example, Deb and Pai (2013) and Mierendorff (2014) derive 
optimal mechanisms when the private information of the buyers is multi-dimensional, namely 
their valuation and the deadline by which they must buy or consume the good to be sold. The 
additional considerations and incentive constraints that enter through the deadline typically re-
quire a dynamic version of ironing and the subsequent implementation of the mechanism leads 
to “biased” auctions.

Importantly, arrivals and departures may not be observable by the principal, implying that 
those agents arriving earlier can effectively choose between the menus meant for them and those 
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meant for agents expected to arrive and exit at different dates. In other words, agents can choose 
when to enter in and/or exit from a mechanism. This choice can be particularly valuable to the 
agents when their private information is expected to change over time, as shown first in Garrett
(2013). Such dynamic considerations in turn may lead to larger information rents and to a dif-
ferent structure of the intertemporal distortions (relative to those under observable arrivals and 
departures). Garrett (2013) characterizes the optimal contracts for the provision of a durable good 
in a setting in which agents arrive stochastically and their valuations change over time. Garrett
(2014) in turn extends the analysis to contracts for the provision of non-durable services, as in 
Battaglini (2005). Similarly, Bergemann and Strack (2015b) offer an analysis of stationary con-
tracts in the continuous-time environment of Bergemann and Strack (2015a); the requirement of 
stationarity is meant to restrict the principal to offering identical contracts to all future incoming 
generations. A common element in these very recent contributions is the requirement that the 
participation constraints must be satisfied in all periods. Notably, these works restrict attention 
to settings with either a single agent or multiple agents but without strategic interactions. Ex-
tending the analysis of mechanism design to dynamic settings in which (a) multiple agents arrive 
stochastically over time and compete in each period, and (b) the principal lacks the commitment 
to treating agents arriving at different dates differently is expected to generate interesting novel 
effects.

Dynamic disclosure and information management In much of the literature on dynamic mech-
anism design the focus is on the sequential elicitation of the private information that the agents 
receive over time. There are two closely related issues that arise with the sequential elicitation 
of information. First, how much of the information gathered by the principal should be revealed 
to other participating agents. In the context of auctions with resale, Calzolari and Pavan (2006a)
show that partial disclosure is necessary for revenue maximization. In the context of sequential 
voting, Gershkov and Szentes (2009) show that it may be optimal to reveal neither the out-
come nor the number of votes cast. In the context of repeated first-price auctions, Bergemann 
and Hörner (2014) show that disclosing past bids may favor implicit collusion, thus lowering the 
seller’s revenue. Second, as discussed in Bergemann and Wambach (2015) in the present Sympo-
sium, when the primitive information of each agent is endogenous, an optimal mechanism must 
specify the speed of information disclosure. In recent work, Li and Shi (2015) analyze how, in 
a static environment, the principal optimally discloses information so as to balance revenue and 
efficiency considerations. The framework features a single buyer (or, equivalently, many buyers 
in the absence of capacity constraints). As mentioned above, the key difference relative to Eső 
and Szentes (2007) and Bergemann and Wambach (2015) is that Li and Shi (2015) consider a 
larger class of disclosure policies in which the disclosed information may depend directly on the 
true state (in contrast, Eső and Szentes, 2007 and Bergemann and Wambach, 2015 restrict the 
disclosed information to depending on (a) the agent’s reported initial type and (b) an innovation 
that is orthogonal to the initial private information). A lot of work remains to be done about the 
structure of optimal disclosure policies in environments with competing agents.

Beyond the specific settings of sequential screening or sequential auctions, a more general 
question is how to manage information dynamically over time. The recent work on Bayesian 
persuasion—to use the language of Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011)—can naturally be extended 
to dynamic environments. For example, Ely (2015) considers a dynamic model of Bayesian 
persuasion where the sender controls an entire stochastic process—in the case of Ely (2015), 
a Poisson process. In related work, Che and Hörner (2015) study the design of a dynamic rec-
ommendation system in the presence of social learning about the quality of a new product. The 
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endogeneity of the agents’ private information is also the driving force in the analysis of dynamic 
taxation with learning by doing of Makris and Pavan (2015) and in the design of dynamic match-
ing with experimentation of Fershtman and Pavan (2015). We expect further progress will come 
in the years ahead from bridging the dynamic persuasion with the dynamic mechanism design 
literature.

Beyond quasilinearity and the first-order approach As is typical in the literature on mechanism 
design, most of the papers in this Symposium consider environments with quasilinear payoffs. 
There are many settings though in which either monetary transfers are not used (as in certain 
organizations or in the allocation of certain goods, such as kidneys) or the agents’ preferences are 
not approximated well by a quasilinear function. Extending the analysis of dynamic mechanisms 
to non-quasilinear settings is essential to understanding many problems of interest, including 
intertemporal consumption smoothing, taxation, and insurance. This is the focus of the recent 
dynamic public finance literature as discussed in the Introduction. In related recent contributions, 
Luz (2015) analyzes dynamic competitive insurance markets and Hörner and Guo (2015) study 
the design of optimal dynamic mechanisms in a model with a finite Markov chain and without 
transfers.

A difficulty in settings without quasilinear payoffs is that local incentive constraints and point-
wise optimization conditions typically fail to characterize the optimal contracts. This is an area 
where significant progress remains to be done that we expect will continue to attract attention in 
the years ahead.6

Empirical work Concurrently with the advancement of theoretical work, dynamic mechanisms 
have been adopted recently in various real-life environments to facilitate economic transac-
tions. Most airlines, for example, now use dynamic pricing algorithms. Furthermore, the recent 
widespread diffusion of digital and decentralized data has favored novel applications such as dy-
namic pricing by hotels, restaurants, and car services such as Uber and Lyft. We therefore expect 
that new theoretical questions will continue to arise in conjunction with the development of new 
real-life, real-time, economic applications.

A better understanding of the theoretical properties of dynamic mechanisms should also allow 
for a more productive interaction between theoretical and empirical work. Just as static contract 
theory helped gain insights into the empirical regularities of various markets (see, e.g., Chiappori 
and Salanié, 2003 and Einav et al., 2010 for excellent surveys of the empirical literature), we ex-
pect the recent developments in the dynamic mechanism design literature to help empirical work 
in the analysis of industries. Among important early contributions here are Chiappori et al. (1999)
on the dynamics of wage formation under learning, and Hendel and Lizzeri (2003) on the role 
of commitment in dynamic contracts with data from life insurances. More recent contributions 
pertain to mobile phone services, health clubs, sequential auctions and insurance markets, see for 
example Miravete (2003) and Grubb and Osborne (forthcoming) for service plans, Aron-Dine et 
al. (forthcoming) and Handel et al. (forthcoming) for health insurance markets, or Einav et al.
(2013) for internet auctions.

6 Recent contributions aimed at extending the analysis to settings in which the first-order approach is not necessarily 
valid include Battaglini and Lamba (2015) and Garrett et al. (2015).
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